
EDT Automotive busy summer event schedule continues
Green Apple award winner, EDT Automotive’s hectic summer event schedule is well underway, with two events already under its belt and a
further five to follow.

The EDT team have already wowed the crowds with the fuel-saving and emissions-busting engine cleaning equipment at both the Castle
Combe Action Day and the Darling Buds of May Classic Car Show at Buss Farm in Ashford, Kent.

Each of the forthcoming events will provide EDT with the chance to demonstrate the fully automated technology to attendees at an array of
shows all across the south of England.

Still to come are shows such as the Bridgwater Classic & Vintage Vehicle Show, the Whitstable Classic Motor Show, Kent Classic Car Show, the
Battlesbridge 30th Grand Motorbilia Day and the Automotive Management Live Show.

“Events such as these present great opportunities to explain in person just how much of a difference an EDT engine clean could make to your
car”, said David Holmes, Managing Director at EDT.

“Once people understand the impact that accumulated sludge and debris can have on their engine, and the benefit that a clean could have
not only to their car but also their wallet, it becomes a very easy sell.”

For more information on the EDT engine cleaner, visit www.edtautomotive.com.
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About EDT Automotive

The Engine Decontamination Machine has been manufactured in the USA and distributed throughout the world for over 20 years. EDT
Automotive have now carried out treatments on thousands of vehicles, removing contamination, improving their mpg, reducing their emissions
and enhancing the overall performance of the cars.

Thanks to a unique engineering process, the EDT machine removes all the sludge, varnish and debris that builds-up in the engine. Improving
the engine’s coefficient of friction allows the new oil to perform to its maximum capabilities. This then has a positive impact on fuel economy,
CO emissions, engine performance and drivability.

The process is fully automated and takes less than fifteen minutes to complete a full clean the vehicle’s engine, using a bespoke,
environmentally-friendly, bio-fuel, white food grade oil.

Average emission reductions on cars tested are 69% on CO and 58% on hydrocarbons, as of September 2015.

You can find out more here - http://www.edtautomotive.com/about/.


